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CRAFTSMAN® Announces Newly Redesigned Iconic S2000 Series Metal
Storage Solutions
Proudly Manufactured in Sedalia, Missouri with Global Materials

TOWSON, MD, Dec 2, 2021  - Reengineered from the ground up, CRAFTSMAN today announced a new
redesign of its S2000 series of metal storage solutions, continuing the company’s legacy to offer a variety of
organization solutions to get the job done in the garage, workshop, or shed.

“Proudly manufactured by nearly 1,000 hard-working employees in Sedalia, Missouri using global materials,
CRAFTSMAN is committed to building our S2000 series metal storage solutions for our proud American makers
and doers,” said Matt Sallee, Director of Product Management – Automotive Storage. “Our refreshed S2000
series is keeping its iconic design, while adding new and upgraded features to ensure the highest quality our
customers expect.”

In addition to the S2000 series classic features like soft closing ball bearing drawers, new features include I-
Frame construction with bumpers, integrated pegboard holes, upgraded casters, center access power strips,
included drawer liners and more.

The redesigned CRAFTSMAN S2000 Series units include the 26-In. 4-Drawer Tool Chest (CMST98267RB), 26-Inch
5-Drawer Rolling Tool Cabinet (CMST98268RB), 41-In. 6-Drawer Tool Chest (CMST98269RB), 41-In. 10-Drawer
Rolling Tool Cabinet (CMST98270RB), 41-In. 7-Drawer Workstation (CMST98271RB), 52-In. 8-Drawer Tool Chest
(CMST98272RB) and 52-In. 10-Drawer Rolling Tool Cabinet (CMST98273RB). 

Units are available in red or black and a variety of configurations which include updated features such as:

Pegboard added to chests and cabinets units for storage customization
Upgraded casters with toe locking brakes that support a 1500-Lb. overall load rating
Steel I-Frame construction with bumpers added to chest to help increase durability
Full-grip telescoping chest and tubular cabinet handles for professional-grade mobility
Included pre-cut non-slide drawer liners
Internal locking system with over-molded CRAFTSMAN logo key
Centered access power strip for convenience

CRAFTSMAN S2000 Series storage solutions are available in stores and online where CRAFTSMAN products are
sold. Select product information follows below. 

SKU Product Name MSRP
CMST98267RB 26-In. 4-Drawer Tool Chest $269.00
CMST98268RB 26-In.5-Drawer Rolling Tool Cabinet $299.00
CMST98269RB 41-In. 6-Drawer Tool Chest $339.00
CMST98270RB 41-In. 10-Drawer Rolling Tool Cabinet $459.00
CMST98271RB 41-In. 7-Drawer Workstation $429.00
CMST98272RB 52-In. 8-Drawer Tool Chest $409.00
CMST98273RB 52-In. 10-Drawer Rolling Tool Cabinet $519.00

To learn more about these products and all CRAFTSMAN tools and solutions, visit www.CRAFTSMAN.com.  

About CRAFTSMAN®
CRAFTSMAN® is an American icon that homeowners, home builders, auto enthusiasts and master mechanics
have trusted since 1927 – and today’s CRAFTSMAN® continues that legacy. With a focus on reliable, high-
performance tools, storage and equipment, CRAFTSMAN® has revived its long-established pride in superior
quality. Now it’s easier than ever to get the tools trusted for generations at more places than ever. For more
information visit www.craftsman.com or follow CRAFTSMAN® on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.
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